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Best Post-Conference Dinners in Vegas

There’s no better end to a productive conference day than by enjoying a good
meal. Breaking bread together is one of the best ways to bond with prospective
and existing clients—and may be your only opportunity for a quality meal on a
business trip spent on-the-go. The appropriate venue, of course, depends on
the type of experience you’re seeking. Fortunately, Las Vegas has something for
everyone.

If you want ... an elegant dinner to seal a big deal
Joël Robuchon, MGM Grand Hotel and Casino
The three-star Michelin chef’s eponymous restaurant offers a refined French
menu and impeccable service, from the mouth-watering bread cart to the
dazzling desserts. The opulent design aesthetic, which was inspired by an Art
Deco townhouse, includes a marble foyer and an indoor terrace surrounded by
a “vertical garden” so green and lush you’ll forget you’re in the middle of a
resort.
Twist, Mandarin Oriental
Located on the hotel’s 23rd floor, Twist is the only American restaurant by
acclaimed Parisian chef Pierre Gagnaire. With floor-to-ceiling windows that
offer breathtaking views of the strip, this venue will be sure to wow your
clients. Whether you order off the extensive à la carte menu or go for the
seven-course tasting menu (which is also available in a vegetarian version),
Twist allows you to choose the dining experience that works for you and your
clients.

If you want ... a dining experience that will impress foodies
Bazaar Meat by José Andrés, SLS Hotel Las Vegas
Vegas is famous for its steakhouses, but Bazaar Meat will awe even the most
discerning of your carnivorous clients. Internationally known for fine, small
plate dining, José Andrés, lives up to his reputation with this innovative menu
from which groups can share dishes like “Cotton Candy Foie Gras,” bison
carpaccio, or a whole suckling pig.

Zuma, The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas
This authentic, modern Japanese restaurant from chef Rainer Becker offers
izakaya-style dining, with shared plates from the kitchen, the sushi bar, and
the robata grill as the meal progresses. The club-like atmosphere features a
natural wood bar and luxe purple couches.

If you want ... a memorable group dinner

LAVO Italian Restaurant and Lounge, The Venetian Resort Hotel Casino
Clients will enjoy the lively scene at this Italian restaurant by the creators of
the famed Tao nightclubs and restaurants. The warm, trendy decor
complements a menu that features exclusive items like a one-pound Wagyu
beef meatball alongside Italian classics like chicken parmesan and penne alla
vodka. When you’re finished dining, head upstairs for drinks in the adjoining
nightclub.

Costa di Mare, Wynn Las Vegas
This seafood restaurant boasts a robust menu that chef Marc LoRusso changes
to reflect each day’s shipment from Italy. More than 40 types of fresh fish and
shellfish arrive daily, some of which are rarely seen in the United States, such
as northern Adriatic sole and gilthead sea bream. You can choose to eat outside
in one of the dozen private cabanas surrounding the tranquil lagoon or inside.

If you want ... a bar where you can bond with clients
Onyx Bar, Red Rock Resort Spa Casino
Looking for some off-strip enjoyment? Take the ten-mile trip to Red Rock
Resort. Whether you’re hanging at the bar or relaxing in plush lounge seating,
Onyx Bar offers the perfect environment to entertain clients, with a welcoming
vibe and swanky cocktails. The bar menu boasts more than 70 types of whiskey
and a selection of high-end cigars.

Lily Bar & Lounge, Bellagio
With fresh lilies on every table, this upscale bar offers an ideal venue to
impress clients. The space is more than 3,300 square feet, so it’s easy to find a
spot to settle in to the cozy leather couches to enjoy fresh, seasonal cocktails—
or enjoy appetizers or small plates at one of the high-top tables on your way to
a show or dinner.

If you want ... a place to enjoy live music
Freedom Beat, Downtown Grand
This downtown venue is just the place for clients who are looking for a more

casual experience. They’ll spend the night enjoying live tunes, a robust beer
selection, and American comfort food by chef Scott Cummings. The emphasis
on music is immediately apparent upon entering, with vinyl records and
instrument cases incorporated throughout the red, white, and blue decor.

Cleopatra’s Barge at Caesars Palace
You’ll find live music and a crowd that likes to dance at this lounge every
Thursday through Saturday night. The centerpiece of the one-of-a-kind venue
is an actual barge, an ornate, floating replica of an Egyptian ship.

